STUDENT PARTICIPANT AGREEMENT

Event/Location: 

Date(s) of Event/trip: 

I ___________________________ ID# _________________________ understand that I will be dismissed as a participant from the above cited event/trip and be subject to disciplinary action if I fail to abide by Board Policy 5500 (BP5500), Standards of Student Conduct and Discipline. Specific sections from BP5500 are listed below as are additional rules that I must follow. My initials on each line below and my signature at the bottom indicate my agreement to abide by BP 5500 and each of the rules listed.

_____ 1. I shall show proper respect to all staff, site personnel, and student participants throughout the duration of the event/trip.

_____ 2. I shall participate in all required activities on the itinerary.

_____ 3. I shall arrive on time to the designated departure locations and understand that the arranged transportation will leave at the designated time. If late, I understand the college is not responsible for my transportation to and from the event/trip location.

_____ 4. I shall remain with the group at all times and only leave upon receiving permission from the event/trip supervisor.

_____ 5. I shall be held financially responsible and make restitution for all repairs/replacement, if I deliberately abuse or damage personal, private or public property.

_____ 6. I shall not consume or possess alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs of any kind at any time during the duration of the event/trip. I understand that this rule applies to all students, regardless of age.

_____ 7. I shall not possess any device or paraphernalia intended to be used as a weapon, to inflict injuries, or to assault any person.

_____ 8. I understand that unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct or communications constituting sexual harassment is prohibited.

I have read, understand, and agree to the Student Participant Agreement, as stated above.

Student Signature: ___________________________ Date: __________________
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